People

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Courtney J. Martin (Yale PhD 2009) chair
Paul Mellon Director, Yale Center for British Art

Timothy Barringer
Paul Mellon Professor of the History of Art, Yale University

Deborah Berke
Dean and J. M. Hoppin Professor of Architecture, Yale School of Architecture

Alexandra Burston (Yale BA 2013)
Founder, TRP Education Ltd.

Milette Gaifman ex officio
Chair, History of Art, and Andrew Downey Orrick Professor of Classics and History of Art, Yale University

Mark Hallett
Director, Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art, London (through March 2023), and Director Designate, Courtauld Institute of Art, London

Ronnell A. Higgins
Associate Vice President for Public Safety and Community Engagement, Yale University

Hallie S. Hobson (Yale BA 1995)
Principal, HSH Consulting LLC

Roni Horn (Yale MFA 1978)
Artist

Adriane Jefferson
Director of Arts, Culture, and Tourism, City of New Haven

Caryl Phillips
Professor of English, Yale University

Benjamin Polak
William C. Brainard Professor of Economics and Professor of Management, Yale School of Management

Gilane Tawadros
Director, Whitechapel Gallery, London

Sarah Victoria Turner ex officio
Interim Director, Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art, London (from April 2023)

HRH Princess Eugenie of York
Director, Hauser and Wirth
**Staff**

**Advancement and External Affairs**
Katharine Baker, Editor
Amelia Ewan, Senior Administrative Assistant
Malik Harris, New Haven Promise Fellow (through October 2022)
Beth Miller (Yale MPPM 1990), Deputy Director for Advancement and External Affairs

**Archives**
Adrianna Bates, Curatorial Assistant (from March 2023)
Danielle Brogdon, Kress Fellow in Art Librarianship (July 2022 to June 2023)
Stéphanie Machabée (Yale PhD 2022), Temporary Archivist (through September 2022)
Jessica Quagliaroli, Chief Archivist (from September 2022)
Meghan Rinn, Archivist (from February 2023)

**Building Conservation**
Hailey Carter (Yale BA 2023), Temporary Building and Preservation Assistant (from March 2023)
Constance Clement, Building Conservation Consultant
Dana Greenidge, Building and Preservation Project Manager (from October 2022)

**Collections Information Access**
Emmanuelle Delmas-Glass, Head of Collections Information Access
Carly Wickell, Data and Database Specialist (from June 2023)

**Communications**
Kristin Dwyer, Head of Communications and Marketing
Jacquelyn Gleisner, Communications Manager (from January 2023)
Malik Harris, Communications and Marketing Coordinator (November 2022 to January 2023)

**Conservation**
Mark Aronson, Deputy Director and Chief Conservator
Soyeon Choi, Head of Paper Conservation
Jessica David, Senior Conservator of Paintings
Anita Dey, Postgraduate Research Associate
Theresa Fairbanks Harris (Yale BA 1977), Senior Conservator of Paper
(shared with Yale University Art Gallery)
Abbie Griffiths, Senior Conservation Assistant (through August 2022)
Richard Hark, Assistant Conservation Scientist, Institute for the Preservation of Cultural Heritage
(shared with Yale University Art Gallery and Beinecke Library)
Jessica Makin, Conservation Assistant, Matting and Framing
Eric Stegmaier, Senior Conservation Assistant
Rhyannon van Alstyne, Senior Administrative Assistant (from May 2023)
Curatorial
Martina Droth, Deputy Director and Chief Curator
Charlotte Lowrey, Curatorial Project Manager (from November 2022)
Rachel Stratton, Curatorial Postdoctoral Research Associate

Design
Julie Fry (Yale BA 1992, MFA 2000), Head of Design

Director’s Office
Anne Markowski, Executive Assistant to the Director
Courtney J. Martin (Yale PhD 2009), Paul Mellon Director

Education
Karen Buehler, Senior Administrative Assistant
Matthew Capezzuto (Yale MFA 2008), Educator, K–8, Family, and Access Programs
   (from July 2022)
Linda Friedlaender, Head of Education
Melissa Marquez, Yale/New Haven Museum Postgraduate Associate in Museum Education
   (from June 2023)
James Vanderberg, Educator, High School, College, University, and Community Engagement

Finance
Marsha Dobson, Senior Financial Assistant
Catherine Esposito, Senior Financial Assistant
Berenice Sarafzadeh, Deputy Director for Finance and Administration

Human Resources
Lisa Dennis, Human Resources Support Specialist

Imaging Services and Intellectual Property
Anna Bozzuto, Senior Digital Imaging Technician
Richard Caspole, Photographer
Melissa Gold Fournier (Yale BA 1997), Head of Imaging and Intellectual Property
Robert Hixon, Senior Imaging Systems Specialist
Michael Ipsen, Photographer (from June 2023)
Maria Singer, Imaging and Rights Assistant

Information Technology
Eric James (Yale BA 1997), Software Engineer
David Parsell, TMS Specialist
Teresa Sommo, Information Technology Support Technician
Installation
Kevin Derken, Head of Installation (from July 2022)
Andrzej Dutkanicz, Museum Technician
Rachel Hellerich, Senior Museum Preparator
Kyle Kearson, Museum Technician
Gregory Shea, Senior Museum Preparator
Dylan Vitale, Museum Technician

Museum Shop
Anissa Pellegrino, Assistant Shop Manager

Operations
Isaac Bloodworth, Museum Technician
Howard Boyd, Mechanical Systems Specialist (from September 2022)
Paul Harding, Chief of Operations and Interim Chief of Security
Harry Hemstock, Lead Museum Technician
Nikisha Madden, Custodian
Sharon Reed, Custodian
Harold Turnage, Custodian
Carlton Turner, Custodian
Melvin Watson, Custodian (through March 2023)

Paintings and Sculpture
Victoria Hepburn (Yale PhD 2023), Postgraduate Research Associate (from June 2023)
Abigail Lamphier, Senior Curatorial Assistant
Lucinda Lax, Curator of Paintings and Sculpture (from January 2023)
Edward Town, Assistant Curator of Paintings and Sculpture

Prints and Drawings
Brooke Krancer, Postgraduate Associate (from February 2023)
Barbara Laux, Senior Curatorial Assistant (from April 2023)
Laurel Peterson (Yale BA 2006, PhD 2018), Assistant Curator of Prints and Drawings
David K. Thompson, Coordinator of Cataloguing

Programs
Jane Nowosadko, Head of Public Programs
Linda Paine, Senior Administrative Assistant

Publications
Nathan Flis, Publications Manager

Rare Books and Manuscripts
Laura Callery, Senior Curatorial Assistant
Katherine Chabla, Senior Curatorial Assistant
Molly Dotson, Assistant Curator of Rare Books and Manuscripts (through August 2022)
Francis Lapka, Senior Catalogue Librarian
Julian Lee, Nadia Sophie Seiler Rare Materials Resident (August 2022 to April 2023)

Reference Library and Photograph Archives
Kraig Binkowski, Chief Librarian
Dawn Ferguson, Senior Library Catalogue Assistant
Lori Misura, Senior Library Assistant
Matthew Rhoades, Librarian (from August 2022)

Registration
Belene Day, Senior Administrative Assistant
Nancy Macgregor, Associate Registrar
Corey Myers, Chief Registrar

Research
Rachel Chatalbash, Deputy Director for Research
Amaya Collins, Temporary Senior Administrative Assistant (from May 2023)
Jemma Field, Associate Director of Research
Sarah Mead Leonard, Postdoctoral Research Associate (from February 2023)
Stéphanie Machabée (Yale PhD 2022), Postdoctoral Research Associate (from December 2022)
Jennifer Ongley, Senior Administrative Assistant (September 2022 to April 2023)

Security
John Anderson, Security Supervisor
Carrie Bradford, Security Officer
Jennifer Collins, Security Officer
Ernest Del Giudice, Security Officer
Jonathan Deyne, Security Officer
Francheska (Charbonier) Evan, Security Officer
Edriss Florestal, Security Officer
Lisa Hansen, Security Officer
Paul Harding, Chief of Operations and Interim Chief of Security
Thomas Hendricks, Security Officer
Jennifer Lahert, Security Officer
Joseph Marino, Security Officer
Patricia Marino, Lead Security Officer
Robert Muttit, Security Officer
Christopher Skeens, Security Officer
Bill Tower, Security Officer
Pete Yacono, Security Supervisor
Study Room
Bayla Arietta, Curatorial Assistant (through April 2023); Museum Assistant (from April 2023)
Adrianna Bates, Curatorial Assistant (through March 2023)
Edith Chi, Temporary Museum Assistant (September to December 2022)
Ta’Nina Gatison, Temporary Museum Assistant (from April 2023)
Amelia Giordano, Curatorial Assistant (through April 2023); Museum Assistant (from April 2023)
Barbara Laux, Temporary Museum Assistant (October 2022 to April 2023)
Charlotte Lefland, Senior Curatorial Assistant (through December 2022)
Zoe Watnik, Head of Study Room (from October 2022)

Visitor Services
Amaya Collins, Visitor Services Assistant (through February 2023)
Olivia Sommo, Visitor Services Assistant (through February 2023)

Students
Graduate Research Assistants
Liliya Dashevski, PhD candidate in Slavic Languages and Literatures ’24, Archives
Kristen Herdman, PhD candidate in Medieval Studies ’23, Paintings and Sculpture
Kate Werwie, PhD candidate in History of Art ’23, Paintings Conservation

Henry E. and Nancy Horton Bartels Scholar Interns (summer)
Simone Felton ’25, Patrick McCaughey Scholar, Paintings and Sculpture
Hope Keithahn ’25, Amy Meyers Scholar, Reference Library and Photograph Archives

New Haven Promise Scholar Interns
Thomasine Fletcher, Quinnipiac University ’25, Reference Library and Photograph Archives
Zia-Grace Generette, Eastern Connecticut State University ’25, Archives
Tara Malcolm, Southern Connecticut State University ’26, Collections Information Access
Mediaka Ntungu, University of Connecticut ’23, Registrar
Johanna Perez, Tufts University ’25, Paintings and Sculpture

Intern (summer)
Emma Yacono, Eastern Connecticut State University ’26, Education

Student Employees
Andrés Bustamante, PhD candidate ’23, Rare Books and Manuscripts
Samantha Fleischman ’23, Rare Books
Anna Fleming ’23, Reference Library and Photo Archives
Megan Graham ’24, Reference Library and Photo Archives
Sophie Henry ’23, Paper Conservation
Victoria Hepburn, PhD candidate ’23, Paintings and Sculpture
Leana Hoang ’23, Collections Information Access
Dory (Dorothy) Johnson ’24, Painting Conservation
(Seoyoun) Hazel Kim ’25, Paper Conservation
Stephen Lordan ’23, Research
Carrie Luk ’24, Advancement and External Affairs
Michelle Medawar ’24, Reference Library and Photo Archives
Gabriela Mitrushi ’24, Archives
Maria Agustina (Tina) Oyanguren ’23, Education
Madison Reynolds ’25, Director’s Office
Isabella Robbins, PhD candidate ’25, Education
Ingrid Rodriguez Vila ’26, Rare Books and Manuscripts
Martina Roman ’24, Archives
Daniella Sanchez ’25, Reference Library and Photo Archives
Pooja Sen, PhD candidate ’23, Research
Alexandra Thomas, PhD candidate ’24, Education
Gabby Uy ’25, Design
Tyler Watts ’25, Advancement and External Affairs
Yifei Zhang ’25, Advancement and External Affairs
Elle Wiggs ’26, Rare Books and Manuscripts

Student Guides
Khenzom Alling ’23
Aruna Balasubramanian ’26
Luke Baltay ’25
Sam Bezilla ’24
Marisol Carty ’23
Keerthana Chari ’25
Adam Chen ’23
Cheryl Chen ’24
Yasmine Chokrane ’25
Kira Daniels ’23
Sofia Diggins ’25
Lena Goldstein ’23
Ava Hathaway Hacker ’23, co-head student guide
Laura Haight ’23
Chiara Hardy ’24
Dawson Keyes ’25
Tommy Kinservik ’24
Cleo Maloney ’25
Michelle Medawar ’24
Isaidy Medina ’25
Hannah Neves ’23
Ana Rodrigues ’25
Neal Sarin ’23
Elias Silver ’25
Alex Sossidi ’23, co-head student guide
Margaret Sun ’23
Rama Varanasi ’23
Parisa Vaziri ’25
Rebecca Wasserman ’26
Julia Wu ’23
Abigail Yadegar ’24, public relations coordinator
Lucas Zheng ’23, social chair
Catherine Zou ’23

VOLUNTEERS

Docents
Steven Balser
Judith Brennan
Ewa Buttolph
Berclee Cameron
Susan Cayer Stout
Susan Dardik
Serena Guerrette
Jane Harvey
Anneke Hathaway
Amy Hudnall
Boots Landwirth
Kathleen Leitao
Susan Lewis
Margaret Mann
Joya Marks
Andrew McLaren
Mona Pierpaoli
Bob Potter
Mary Sagarin
James Wilson

IN MEMORIAM

Thomas (Tom) Gallagher, former security officer (d. December 30, 2022)
Bernard C. Lytton, Yale MAH 1971, museum supporter (d. October 24, 2022)
Duncan Robinson, director of the Yale Center for British Art, 1981–95 (d. December 2, 2022)
Frederick (Ted) A. Terry Jr., co-executor of the estate of Paul Mellon (d. January 13, 2023)